
Discover the Thrilling Adventures of Open
Cockpit Arthur Gould Lee!
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to soar through the sky in an open
cockpit plane? To experience the wind rushing through your hair as you glide
through the clouds, feeling a sense of freedom like no other? If so, then you are
about to embark on an incredible journey into the world of Open Cockpit Arthur
Gould Lee, a man whose love for aviation and adventure knew no bounds.

Arthur Gould Lee was a distinguished RAF pilot who flew during World War I. His
passion for aviation led him to become one of the most renowned pilots of his
time, with an impressive record of aerial combat victories. However, what truly
sets him apart is his relentless pursuit of flying in open cockpit planes, where he
could fully immerse himself in the sensation of flight.

An Unforgettable Childhood

Lee's love affair with airplanes began during his early years. Growing up in
England, he was captivated by the sight of soaring birds and the possibilities of
flight. His family encouraged his interest, and at the tender age of 17, he joined
the Royal Flying Corps, marking the beginning of an extraordinary journey.
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During his training, Lee quickly stood out for his exceptional flying skills. His
determination and talent earned him the respect and admiration of his peers and
superiors. He soon found himself flying combat missions during the war,
engaging in daring dogfights against enemy aircraft.

Embracing the Open Cockpit

While many of his fellow pilots were transitioning to closed cockpit planes for
safety and protection, Lee chose to stick with the open cockpit aircraft. This
decision allowed him to experience a connection with the sky that was simply
unparalleled. He enjoyed feeling the elements firsthand and believed it enhanced
his piloting skills.

Lee's bravery and skill in the open cockpit planes were legendary. With his
trademark goggles and leather flying cap, he fearlessly maneuvered through the
skies, engaging in high-stakes battles with enemy pilots. His daring exploits and
exceptional accuracy in aerial combat earned him numerous accolades, including
the prestigious Military Cross.

Life After the War

After the war, Lee continued to explore his passion for aviation. He became a test
pilot for various aircraft manufacturers, pushing the boundaries of innovation and
helping design future planes. His expertise and insights were highly sought after,
and he played a vital role in shaping the future of aviation.
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In addition to his work as a test pilot, Lee also penned several books, sharing his
experiences and insights into the world of aviation. His writings captivated
readers, offering a unique glimpse into the life of a pilot during wartime and
peacetime. His vivid descriptions allowed readers to feel as if they were right
there in the cockpit, flying alongside him.

A Lasting Legacy

Open Cockpit Arthur Gould Lee left an indelible mark on the world of aviation. His
courage, skill, and unwavering love for open cockpit planes continue to inspire
pilots and aviation enthusiasts to this day. His legacy lives on in the hearts of
those who appreciate the thrill and freedom of flight.

So the next time you look up at the sky, remember Open Cockpit Arthur Gould
Lee, the man who soared through the clouds with unmatched passion and
unparalleled dedication. Let his story serve as a reminder to chase your dreams,
no matter how audacious they may seem, and to embrace the thrill of life's open
cockpit.
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A riveting firsthand account of training for—and surviving—air combat during
World War I, by the author of No Parachute.
 
Thanks to a broken leg during flight school, Arthur Gould Lee gained valuable
time flying trainers before he was posted in France during World War I. In
November 1917 during low-level bombing and strafing attacks, he was shot down
three times by ground fire. He spent eight months at the front and accumulated
222 hours of flight time in Sopwith Pups and Camels during a staggering 118
patrols, and engaged in combat 56 times. And yet he lived to retire from the RAF
as an air vice-marshal in 1946.
 
Lee puts you in the cockpit in this compelling personal account of life as a fighter
pilot at the front. At turns humorous and dramatic, this thoughtful, enlightening
memoir is a classic of military aviation.
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